
CHAPTER 7 

THE CHRISTUS PATIENS AND GEORGE OF NICOMEDIA 

Since the last years of the 19th century, there were numerous 

attempts to prove the inauthenticity of the Christus patiens 

by indicating parallels between it and diverse Byzantine 

authors. Inversely, V.Cottas (1931) defended the authenticity 

of the play, inter a~ia by asserting its anteriority to two 

homilies by George of Nicomedia: the Aoyos 8ls ~O ElO~nK8Loav 

08 napa ~Q o~aDpQ (Migne, PG 100, 1457 ff.). and the 

Aoyos 8ls ~nv ~ns axp&v~oD 8eo~oKoD 8V ~Q ~&~~ napeop8lav 

(Migne, PG 100, 1489 ff.). 

In scholarly circles, Cottas was severely castigated for some 

of her assertions - especially those regarding the alleged 

influence of the play upon Byzantine iconography - while 

others have simply been ignored. However, the remarks of 

Cottas concerning the relations between the Christus patiens 

and the homilies by George of Nicomedia have not been totally 

ignored. In a review of her publications, L. Brehier (1932) 

- clearly opposed to the idea that the play may belong to 

Gregory of Nazianzus - asserts the following: 

1) The most that could possibly be inferred from parallels 

with the Christus patiens occurring in the homilies of George 

of Nicomedia, is that the play is anterior to A.D. 860, the 

approximate date of composition of these homilies. 

2) Alternatively, one may suppose that the anonymous author 

of the play has made use of the homilies. This would support 

the conclusion that the Christus patiens is a product of the 

late Byzantine era. 

3) This same conclusion could be reached when assuming yet a 

third possibility, viz. that both the homilies and the play 

are derived from a common source, probably of Syrian origin. 

At face value, these remarks of Brehier all seem reasonable, 

though one may perhaps object to assuming the existence of a 

literary source which had such a distinct influence upon two 

essentially different works, but left no other traces in the 

form of quotations, allusions, or biographical references. 
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R. Cantarella (1948) takes a more neutral position, stating 

that the entire question of the play's authenticit y will have 

to be reconsidered , if these homilies by George of Nicomedia 

really contain allusions to the Christus patiens. However, as 

yet no scholar not even A. Tuilier (1969), who devotes a 

large section of his Introduction to the possible relations 

between the play and diverse Byzantine authors - has taken 

the trouble of pursuing the question whether in fact there 

e x ist any significant parallels between the Christus patiens 

and George of Nicomedia. 

The most obvious elements common to the Christus patiens and 

the homilies of George which Cottas has referred to, are (1) 

the central position of interest occupied by Mary, the mother 

of the Lord, and (2) the extensive dialogue occurring between 

her and Jesus. These elements in themselves provide no proof 

that one of the works concerned is dependent upon the other. 

Neither does the argument that the homilist refers to Gregory 

of Nazianzus by the term 6 8EO~6yo~, deserve any scholarly 

credence. 

Note: It is difficult to see how Cottas could have asserted 
that George of Nicomedia in these homilies names his source 
as "the theologian", since he uses the term 880",6yo~ only In 
the .following contexts: 
1) Movns ~8V~Ol ~ns . €V ~0 cr~aup~ napaa~aa8ws ~ns Mn~pos~ 0 
8eOTI80LOs OULOs ~8~VnLal e€o~6yos' Ln~ 88 npo aULou L€ Kat 

~l8T aUTOV ICctp'TEPCct C; ctU'TnC;, OU'T ctU'TOC;. o~~e' 8'T8POC; 'Tt0V 
8UctYY811.1..0'TWV ~8PVTl~8VOC; 'TpaVt0'T8pOV cpaCV8'TaL Indeed this 
divine theologian mentions onlY the assistence of the Hother 
at the cross; and it seems that neither he, nor any other of 
the evaneelists, mentions quite distinctlY her perseverance 
both before and after the crucifixion. (PG 100, 1461 C) The 
reference is without doubt to St. John the Evangelist. 

2) In the second homily, while arguing that "the other Mary" 
of Mt 27.61 and 28.1 is not the mother of Jesus, George says: 
v Eo 'T1.. 08 Kal ~8~a1..0'T8pct 'TY npaypa'T1.. pap'TupCa, h &~Tle80'Ta'TTl 
'TWV e80~6yt0V lO'TOpCa. • HVCKct ~8V yap a{nnv 0 nyanTl~8Vo~ 
~aeTl'Tn~ 8YYU~ 'T8 8~Vct1.., Kal oX800V 'TOU eeCou o'Taupou npo
1jfctU81.. v e;CPTl08V, ot. "~o1..nol 'Tau'Ta~ &O"u~cpwvw~ ~aKpOe8V 80"'TaVa1.., 
Kal 'Ta 0pwp8va Ka'TaV08lV aV1..o'T6PTloav. - The very true history 
of the theoloeians is alSO a quite trustworthy witness to the 
matter; for while the beloved disciple said that she was near 
and almost touched the divine cross, the others reported that 
these women stood at a distance, and watched the proceedines . 
Then he quotes the relevant passage from Matthew (27.55-6), 
adding that Mark and Luke also confirm this. (PG 100,1493 0) 
It is clear again that ot. eeo~6yo1.. signify the Evangelists. 

Thus the homilies contain no explicit reference to Gregory of 

Nazianzus ("the Theologian") or to the Christus patiens. 
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However, by means of a detailed comparison between the 

Christus patiens on the one hand, and the homilies on the 

other, we may hope to clarify the nature of the relationship 

between these works. 

Instances of verbal correspondence may indicate that one of 

these documents has exerted some influence upon the other. 

However, it must be remembered, firstly, that in this case 

such correspondence does not necessarily reveal which of the 

documents has exerted the influence and which has undergone 

it; and secondly, regarding these works in particular we must 

take into account that the homilies are written in prose, the 

play in iambic trimeters; therefore precise correspondence 

In terms of vocabulary and word order can hardly be expected 

to occur or it should be regarded as especially significant 

if it does occur. 

A conspicious point of correspondence between these homilies 

and the Christus patiens is the frequent use of 88ano~ns - in 

stead of the much more usual K~PLOs - referring to the Lord. 

In the homily, Mary repeatedly addresses the Lord as ~8ano~a. 

The term 88ano~LKos also occurs more than once; while among 

all these instances, George rarely uses the term KUpLO s . In 

the play (lines 1-2602) the term KUPLOs never occurs, while 

ten occurrences of 88ano~ns may be counted in the first part 

(lines 1-1133) alone. 

The homilist refers to Mary's presence at the crucifixion, In 

the phrase nap nap8a~nK8vaL 

(that the !1other stood rieht next to the cross - 1461 B). In . ,
the play, we find the phrase LKpl(~ ( the 

!1other standine next to the wooden post - 1223). 

Both authors gave considerable emphasis to this thought, even 

if for different reasons. The homilist used it as part of his 

argument that Mary was involved in these events to a much 

greater extent than indicated by the synoptic Gospels. It 

seems that he deliberately intensified the phrase napa ~~ 

a~aup~ (by the cross) of In 19.25, to nap 

(rieht next to the cross), since this phrase is contrasted in 

the homily to the (ano) ~aKpOe8V of Mt 27.55, Mk 15.40, and 
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Lk 23.49. To the dramatist, on the other hand, the important 

aspect seems to be the pathos contained in this scene, with 

its striking balance between the shocked reaction from the 

onlookers and the maternal grief of the Virgin, as blood and 

water flows from the side of Jesus. 

Consider the following phrases: 

81le8el!CVU'LO (she showed bra1.'eness and c01.1ra~e) in the homily 

(1461 C), and &vop~av eLo<pepouoa 'L-nv 'LOA)..lT!PlaV ( prac tic i n~ 

brave bOldness) In the play (1958) It is true that in the 

play these are the words by which Magdalene is encouraged, 

while for George the courageous attitude and actions of the 

Virgin is the important issue to be emphasized. However, the 

verbal correspondence is striking. Consider, firstly, the 

nOUn'LOA)..lT!pla: in the play it occurs seven times; in five of 

these instances it indicates the attitude of Judas or of the 

Je~'Jish counci 1, once that of the guard (8)..l<p0f34l 'LOA)..lT!pl<;t), and 

only once (here at 1958) is it used In its positive sense. It 

is qualified by the adjective &v8pQo~, of which this is the 

only occurrence In the play. Thus the phrase Ctvop~a 'LOA)..lT!Pla 

is notable for the unusual sense in which the noun is used, 

for the single occurrence of the adjective, and also for its 

reference to a woman. It can hardly be due to chance that the 

same pair of words occur in a similar context in the homily. 

The diphysite nature of Christ is expressed In the homilies, 

in the words 'LOV YLOV !Cal 6eollo'LT!v (her Son and Haster 

1465 A) and in TOU Kuplou !Cal YlOU lla8wv (of the Passion of 

her Lord and Son - 1477 C). In the Christ1.1s patiens, it is 

not until after the crucifixion that the Virgin calls Jesus 

Te!Cvov !Cal 8sov )..lOU (my child and my God - line 928). The 

homily does not contain any indications of the development 

which leads to this insight on the part of the Virgin. Could 

this more human portrayal of her by the dramatist indicate 

that the play was composed earlier than the time of George? 

Note: The phrase T€!Cvov !Cal 8eov )..lOU finds an almost perfect 
echo in the refrain of Romanos' kontakion On Hary at the 
Cross: b ULO~ !Cal 8eo~ )..lOU. Parallels between the Christ1.1s 
patiens and Romanos are discussed in detail in chapter 8. 
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Next we may examine two short passages, one from the homily, 

the other from the play: 

In the homily (column 1468 A) we read: <\3A.81tOUca> 1tpOe; 

~~v ~KO~OLOV c~ay~v ~~v yt~v Xwpouv~a 1tWe; we; apvLov 

as she saw her son 

proceedin8 vOLuntariLY to his own sLau8hter? How the Lamb of 

God was Led Like an innocent Lamb; how the One who removes 

the sin of the worLd. was dra88ed forth Uke a convict.! 

In the Christus patiens (444-7) the Virgin addresses her son 

as follows: 

8e::Tlye::V8~, po L T8KVOV. 8A.K1) Ka l q:>8pe:: Le;. 


de; oe::C)..La ~' TiA.8e::e; Ka l 88A.WV aY1) Cq:>LC LV, 


(:; oe::C)..LOA.'~~Tle; ~o -i:' Y8VOUe; ~WV 8e::C)..LLWV. 


By the hands of persecutors, 

my God-born son. you are dra88ed forth, and you endure it; 

you have been bound and wiLLin8LY y o u are Led by them. 

you who rel.ease t.he bonds of those in bonda8e. 

These two passages contain the following common elements: 


1) In terms of vocabulary, the homily has the verbs nye::~o 


and e::lA.Ke::~O, while the play has 8A.K1) and aY1). 


2) The same type of contrasting occurs in both passages: 


the homily, just as € le; 8e::c)..La is to Oe::C)..LOA.U~Tle; in the play. 


3) Jesus suffers voluntarily - expressed by 8KOUCLOe; in the 


homily, and by 88A.WV in the play. 


4) The divine origin of Jesus is mentioned in both passages. 


When considered separately, these common elements may seem 

insignificant. The term 8sA.wV and its parallel expressions, 

for instance, recur quite frequent~y in connection with the 

Passion of Christ - cf. 88A.WV 81ta8e::v in the kontakion of 

Romanos On Mary at t.he Cross (strophe 4, line 9), and 88A.WV 

1t&8oe; 88xe::~aL in strophe 6. When considered jointly, though, 

and when the brevity of the two passages containing these 

parallels is taken into account, they seem to support the 

likelyhood of interdependence between the works concerned. 
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The use of the verb apL&w - to han8 - both in the Christus 

patiens and in the homilies, may be significant. Consider the 

following instances in the homilies: 

(The '"" i eked 
, ,

sLaves hun~ up the ~ood Haster - 1469 D); and 'TOV rap 

(for when the Life-brin~ine 

dead one was stiLL hangine 1481 A). 

In the Christus patiens we find soxov OU'Tw~ ~€OTIO'T~V 

-np'T~pevov (they had the Has ter hung up in this way - 666); 

opw ~~O'Tal~ O€ OUV~P'T~p8VOV (I see you hanein~ amone robbers 

- 706); and aU'TOl~, Ol '.' 0 (to those who 

have hun~ you up, m.y ChiLd - 742). 

The occurrence of ap'Taw - or avap'Taw - is quite rare in the 

context of the crucifixion. Neither ap'Taw nor its composites 

avap'Taw and ouvap'Taw occur in the New Testament. Thus it is 

noteworthy that this word is repeatedly used to signify the 

crucifixion - both in the Christus patiens (line 232, the 

instances quoted abo v e, and line 1429) and in the homilies. 

The crucifixion is described on two occasions In the homilies 

as 'TO ~PlK'TOV 'TOU'TO 8eapa (this terrifyin~ spectacLe - 1472 A 

and 1473 A). The phrase ~PlK'TOV 8sapa occurs in the play, at 

lines 1000, 1105, and 1220, where it also refers to the 

crucifixion. The same is true of the phrase O€lVOV 8eapa 

occuring at line 871. An interesting feature of these phrases 

as they are used in the play, is that they consistently occur 

at the beginning of a trimeter line, just as in the plays of 

Euripides, where we find 

oe l vov 8sapa in line 1202 of the Hedea, 


A,1.:mpov 8eapCt. in the Trojan Women (1157), and 


TIlKpOV 8sCt.pCt. in the Orestes (952) 


In terms both of scansion and of meaning, ~PlK'TOV is a good 

substitute for either ~UTIPOV or TIlKpOV. Accordingly, it seems 

probable that the phrases O€lVOV 88Ct.pa and ~PlK'TOV 8iapCt. In 

the play are taken directly from Euripides, and that George 

in his turn has taken the expression ~PlK'TOV 8eCt.pCt. from the 

Christus patiens. The inverse order - viz. that the author 

of the play has copied these typically Euripidean phrases 

from the homilist - seems much less probable. 
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Some more instances of verbal correspondence between the 

Christus patiens and the homilies of George of Nicomedia can 

be found, but perhaps these would suffice. Next we may look 

at some thematic parallels between the play and the homilies: 

According to the homilist, Mary was unaffected by physical 

pain, but the suffering of Jesus caused her unbearable grief 

(1464 C). This view is attested in the play too - both in 

the prologue (lines 1-87) and at lines 428-9: 

€'TlK'TOV au'Tov, ot8a 8' we; e:ye::lVaj..lTlV, 

C'TSpp&e; ~uyo~ca 'T~V 'TOKWV &~YTl8ovae;. 


I bore him, I know how I 8ave birth, 


havi.n8 escaped the harsh pangs of chil.dbirth. 


Much is made, both in the homilies and in the play, of the 

uncertainty which the virgin feels regarding the question 

whether she should hide, or openly follow the procession 

towards Calvary. (C/. 1465 C, and lines 88-91 and 480-504.) 

Of course, in both works the latter impulse gains the upper 

hand, though we may assume that the different authors had 

different reasons for taking this option in their portrayal 

of the virgin mother. 

An important theme of the homilies, which has not yet been 

referred to, is that Mary was the first to witness the 

resurrection (1496 D). Although in the play she is not alone 

at this occasion, but accompanied by Mary Magdalene, the 

significant aspect is that she is the first person who 

addresses the risen Jesus. (C/. 2055-2115.) 

In their use of metaphors, we may also note some interesting 

parallels between the homilist and the author of the play. 

Consider, for instance, the metaphor of the arrow, signifying 

the intense grief suffered by the virgin mother. In the play 

the 8e::O'TOKOe; says: nwe; C'TPO~e::l )..lou cnAayxva v~v 8Plj..lU ~€AOe;; 

(How the sharp arrow now whirl.s my heart - 87). This metaphor 

has its origin in the prophecy of Simeon: Ka~ CO~ 8~ au'T~~ 

'TnV '¥uxnv 8le::~suce::'Tal pop~ala (And a sl.J..>ord wi. I. I. pierce 

throueh your own heart - Lk 2.35). Note that In the play the 
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word POI-l~ctCct is not repeated, but the phrase Kctp8CctV 8Ce:LOLV 

! l. I' I' 

Ws pon~pov 1-l8Yct (it pierces my heart ~ike a 8reat 80ad - 29) 

is followed by an explicit reference to the prophecy. This 

comparison - note the conj~nction Ws - forms a focal point 

early in the prologue, and the motif is emphatically restated 

in the metaphor of line 87. (C/. the discussion of these 

aspects in chapter 5.) Thus in the play the term ~8~Os is 

connected to the prophecy of Simeon, and it is implemented as 

a metaphor for pangs of grief. In the homily this metaphor 

repeatedly occurs - sometimes containing the term POI-l~ctCct, 

and sometimes ~8~Os: 

(1464 C) 

" (1468 A)8Kcta~OV 

(1468 C) 

. n Kct LpLct 

(1468 0) J 

(1469 A)J 

." . vuv 88 ct V~...lno La ~ct 80~L ~a (1472 B) 

(1472 0) 

(1473 0) 

( 1477 C) 

(nws 
(1480 8)] 

(1481 A) 
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Thus, in the metaphoric expressions by which George portrays 

the grief of the virgin mother, the term ~8AOS occurs five 

times, and po~q>aCa five times. In addition to this, the terms 

KaCpLa, nA~Yn, novos, and q>AO~ each occurs once in phrases 

ostensibly meant to explain or elaborate the po~q>aCa-~iAos 

imagery. The prophecy of Simeon (Lk 2.35) is probably the 

direct source of the term po~q>aCa, but it does not explain 

the association of this with the term ~iAOS' The source of 

this assosiation of the two images may quite probably be the 

prologue of the Christus patiens. 

Is there any evidence to be found in the homilies of George 

of Nicomedia, which will confirm this impression that the 

Christus patiens is earlier than these homilies? 

Such evidence may be read in the following passages, which 

propose to discuss as possibly commenting on the presentation 

of thoughts and events in the play: 

The homilist presents to his audience the grief of the virgin .
mother, as if in her own words: aL 

oLaLpO~8vaL q>AOY8S· ~o~w~ipa Ka~a ~n~ 8~n~ KapoCas h ~OD 
1H~eODs COD XWP8L- po~q>aCa· OPL~U~8POL ~-ns q>UC8Ws ot. naVOL" 

~ 

O'\)~os, 

- Worse than 

the pains of chi I..dbirth are the fl..ames which rend mE apart; 

sharper does the sword of your Passion pierce through my 

heart; sharper than nature are my I..abours; for your birth was 

al..so above nature; to the extent that it was paradoxical.., to 

that samE exten t I am wounded and my heart is torn. ( 1472 D) 

These remarks seem to be the homilist's interpretation of the 

following passages from the play : 

,,, 
8~LK~OV; 

And how did I bear a chil..d? 0 tgreat miracLe.' 


But how wi I.. I.. I endure to see him bei ntg i nsul.. ted nol.1.)? 


Havintg escaped I..abour, how I suffer in my heart' (68-70) 
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Your pain is unLike the pain of mankind. 0 Vir8in. 

even if you're not the onLy one deprived of your son; 

for you 8ave birth differentLY from mankind. (1066-8) 

The words which Jesus addresses to his mother, according to 

Jn 19.26, are not preceded by any indication of her intense 

longing to communicate with him. This accords with the sober 

presentation of events by the evangelists. In the Christus 

patiens, however, the eSO~OKO~ is depicted as saying ~o~ 


8o~ ",oyov ~Ol. vuv yap .. 


lIP008l1t8l"V. W T8KVOV - Speak. speak a ).1Jord to 17'..e; for at this 


moment I yearn to hear your voice and to taLk to ~IOU. my son 


(459-62) . The following excerpt from the homily may be read 

as an interpretation of this passage: 

~O-U~O yap nv a-tn1j ~O Ka~ae1..)~CWC; E:lId::TJ~o{i~€VOV, ~o Ka l 

~eoyync; ~o-u ~ll\.~a~01..) lIpO~8pO~8VTJC; ¥l"'n~ aV~lAa~80eal - He 

spoke the u~rds she Lon8ed for; since this was what she 

yearned for with aLL her heart: to perceive the words even 

bareLY addressed to her by the Loved one (1473 D). 

Another passage from the homily reads as follows: 
- . . . 


~a1..)~a ~8V. ~Ue' lKavov 

seemed fittin8 that no other mind, neither any other words 

wouLd 8ive tra8ic expression to these thin8S; it ulQS onLY 

for the son, and for his mother who had actuaLLY experienced 

it, to understand these thin8s and to express them in words. 

(1480 B) 

This passage could hardly refer to the canonical version of 

the Passion, which contains no indication of words spoken by 

the virgin mother. However, it is in full agreement with the 

choice of characters made by the dramatist - a conscious and 

deliberate choice, though obviously not one which he himself 

would discuss in the text of his play. 
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(Perhaps one point should be clarified: I do not regard the 

verb 8K~pay~o~oaL as a technical term, specifically denoting 

dramatic performance. Thus I do not regard this passage as an 

explicit reference to the traeedy; but in the light of the 

evidence cited above, it seems that the parallel expressions 

~au~a 8K~pay~o~oaL and ~6yov 8~€Ln€lV are applicable to the 

Christus patiens, in which the 8€o~6KOs is primarily the one 

who gives verbal expression to the meaning and effect of 

these events.) 

... ... ... 

Near the end of the second homily (col. 1500 C) there occurs 

a contradiction which - as inadvertent allusion to the play 

may be even more significant than all the verbal and thematic 

parallels thus far discussed. There George asserts that the 

Lord Jesus revealed the splendour of the resurrection first 

The description 

~upo~opos implies that she was one of the group of women who 

went to the tomb bringing perfumed oil. This contradicts the 

argument that she kept constant watch at the tomb, and belies 

the vehement opposition of George against those who hold that 

she was "the other Mary" who is mentioned in Mathew 28.1. 

(C/. 1493B-1496A.) Of course it is possible that George here 

contradicts his own arguments simply because of carelessness, 

but it does seem more probable that the contradiction is due 

to the influence of a version like that of the Christus 

patiens, where the Virgin is portrayed as one of those who go 

to the tomb "to embalm the body" - ~upLoaL V8KUV - a phrase 

occurring at lines 1915, 1956, and 2118. 

Note: The editor of the text in Patroloeiae Cursus Completus 
Cseries Graeca_) 100, 1457 ff, 1489 ff, comments upon the 
incongruity of the definition ~upo~6pos in this context, but 
notes that it cannot be due to a scribal error. Indeed, the 
presence of this epitheton in the text is guaranteed by the 
concluding passage of the homily: vExw~sv ~upo~6pov. OL' ~~ 
n~lV ~nv ava~aCps~ov Ka~aJ-lT1VUo1)s xapav' 8V au~13 ~E:V 
80KT1Vt00as. n~LV os OL' a{)~~s €n€OT1~T1oas. There c an be lit t 1 e 
doubt that ~upo~6pos in this passage, too, refers to the 
mother of the Lord. 

... ... ... 
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This comparison between the Christus patiens and the homilies 

of George of Nicomedia leads to the following conclusions: 

1) Firstly, there are many more instances of correspondence 

between these works than ma y be explained as due merel y to 

coincidence. Although neither of these works contain any 

explicit reference to the other, it seems quite certain that 

one of the authors involved has been influenced b y the other. 

2) Secondly, a close examination of the nature of the 

corresponding phrases, themes, and lmages seems to indicate 

the direction of this influence: that the homilist borrowed 

from the Christus patiens, seems somewhat more probable than 

the opposite. 

3) If this last inference is correct, it follows logicall y 

that the play must have been known to the homilist. 

Accordingly, we ha v e in the era of George of Nicomedia a 

terminus ante quem for the Christus patiens. This in itself 

does not provide an y positive proof regarding the real date 

and author of the play, but at least in the light of the 

bitter controversy about this issue, a terminus ante quem in 

the 9th centur y disposes of the hypothesis so generally 

accepted b y scholars who regard the Christus patiens as an 

anonymous work of the 11th or the 12th century. 

* * * * * 
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CHAPTER 8 

COMPARISON WITH TWO KONTAKIA OF ROMANOS 

In the long dispute regarding the true origin of the Christus 

patiens, many literary parallels have been cited in attempts 

to identify either a terffiinus post queffi, or a terffiinus ante 

queffi, by which the possible date of origin of the play may be 

calculated. Scholarly opinion has discredited some of these 

alleged parallels as inconclusive, mainly for two reasons: 

1) The parallels inv olve themes or phrases which occur, or 

whi~h ma y b~ ex~~~t~d to occur, quite frequently in li t ~1 dl Y 

presentations of the events relating to the crucifixion, the 

burial, and the resurrection of Christ. These themes or 

phrases may be regarded as literary ~onol, or Loci cOffiffiuni, 

and they do not constitute any proof of the interdependence 

between two specific literary works. 

2) Even in cases where literary dependence can be definitely 

established, or be argued with great probability, it often 

remains impossible to determine the direction in which the 

influence has operated. In other words, it may still remain 

impossible to indicate with certainty which of the works or 

authors concerned is the source, and which the recipient, of 

the influence producing the literary parallel. 

However, some of these parallels warrant a thorough, renewed 

investigation, and a reconsideration of their significance. 

Among these are the analogies between certain passages in the 

Christus patiens, and the presentation of the Passion of 

Christ in two of the kontakia by Romanos the Melodist. 

This chapter intends to analyse these parallels between the 

Christus patiens and Romanos, and to examine critically the 

conclusions which different scholars ha v e drawn from them. 

Its aim is to illustrate that some of these conclusions go 

beyond the evidence upon which they claim to be based, while 

others are manifestly wrong. Finally, a newly formulated and 

duly verified conclusion will be given. 
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The mast conspicious parallels between the Christus patiens 

and Romanos occur at lines 454-460 of the play, and in the 

first strophe of Romanos' kontakion "On Mary at the Crass". 

Nate: The original title of the kontakion in question is 
Kov'TalC LOV €'TSPOV Tl) f-LSra'i\.1) 1!apaclCsu1) S LC; 'TO 1!aeOC; 'Toi:J Kup CO'L) 
lCal SLC; 'TOV ep-nVOV 'T-nC; 8eo'TolCou. It is referred to by Pitra 
as De Virgine iuxta crucem. Although this is a misleading 
title - the contents actually concern the via dOLorosa - the 
example of Pitra is fallowed by Cammelli U1a.:ria aLLa Croce) 
Grosdidier de Matons (Harie a La Croix), and Maas-Trypanis 
(On. Hary at the Cross). In this study~ references to the 
kontakia will include bath the Maas-Trypanis (Oxford) and the 
Sources Chretiennes numbering, e.g. Oxford 19/5C 35. 

In order to appreciate the full extent of the correspondence 

between these twa passages, the text of bath is given here: 

Christus patiens, lines 454-465: 

n15 n1) nops~1). TilCvov; ~C; &nw'i\.Of-Ln v · 


81Cn'TL 'TCVOC; 'TOV 'Taxuv 'Ts'i\.s LC; opopov; 455 


f-Ln raf-LOC; a';::;eLC; 8V Kav~ IC&ICSL 'TpixSL c; . 


LV' €-S uoa'Toc; Olvo1!ovfio1)C; -sivtuc;; 

v

TelCvov. n " psvw ~ a IS'TL; 


~OC; ooc; 'i\.orov f-L0L. 'TOU 8sou na'TpOC; Aors. 


f-Ln on 1!ape'i\.e1)C; a Lra Oo~'i\.nv )..In'Tepa· 460 

vuv rap C'TOf-La'TOc; q)L'i\.Cou XP1)t;t0 oeeSV 

~wv-nc; alCoucaL lCal 1!POOSL1!SlV. ~ TelCvov . 

~oc; f-L0L. 1!pOC; au'Tou na'Tpoc;. ~ TilCVOV, ceesv, 

cou esonsoCou xPW'TOC; a¥aCeaL XSPOLV 

¥aucaL noowv 'TS lCal nSpLn'TU-saCeaC as. 465 

"On l"lary at the Crass" (Oxford 19/5C 35) ~ strophe 1: 

Tov LOLOV apva 

-nlCo'i\.o~eSL MapCa 
, , .~

)..lSe' S'TSpWV ruva LICWV, 'Tau'Ta ~owoa' 

nOu nops~1). 'TSICVOV; TCvoC; xapLV 'TOV 'Taxuv OPOf-LOV 'Ts'i\.esLC;; 

Mn 8'TSPOC; raf-LOc; na'i\.Lv 8C'TLV €V Kava 

IC&ICSL vuvl cns~osLC; 
'i"

OLVOV 1!OLn(1)C;; 

~uve'i\.ew COL, 'TSICVOV, 

~OC; )..lOL 'i\.orov, Aors. )..ln OLrWV nape'i\.e1)C; )..lE:, .. , 
o arvnv 'Tnpncac; f-LS, b utoc; lCal 8soc; f-Lou. 
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A mere glance at these passages will probably convince most 

readers that the works to which they belong are undeniably 

interdependent. The correspondence between them is quite 

obvious, and is so extensive, that there seems to be but one 

logical conclusion: One of the authors concerned has in all 

probability borrowed this passage from the other - unless, of 

course, the passage in the Christus patiens is merely a later 

interpolation. In that case the borrower may be a scribe or 

an editor, and accordingly, the parallels would be irrelevant 

to any question regarding the interdependence of the original 

form of the works concerned. 

It IS scarcely probable, though, that the passage in question 

has been interpolated. It fits the context too well, as the 

following considerations indicate: 

1) 80th before and after these lines, there occur rhetorical 

patterns similar to those occurring in the passage itself, 

e.8. the repetitions (anadip[osis) in 433, 448, 453, 466, and 

467, and the omission of conjunctions (asyndeton). 

2) The themes of speech and touch occur in close connection, 

both in the passage (lines 459-465) and directly afterwards 

( lines 468-469). 

Consequently, only two possibilities remain: Either Romanos 

has borrowed from the Christ?J's pat iens, or the author of the 

play has borrowed from Romanos. In terms of this preliminary 

conclusion, the question to be decided is "who borrowed from 

whom?" Moreover, since scholarly opinion is still divided 

between the 4th and the 12th centuries as possible dates of 

origin for the play, and since the era of Romanos is a fixed 

point of reference squarely between these two extremes, the 

question may be formulated as follows: Does Romanos provide 

a terminus ante quem or a terminus post quem for the Christus 

patiens? 

Supporters of the opinion that the kontakion "On Mary at the 

Cross" (Oxford 19 / 5C 35) constitutes the literary source of 

Christus patiens 454-465, and that, accordingly, the play 

must be of later origin, argue along the following lines: 
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These parallels prove only that the unknown author of the 

play has imitated the Melodist. This simply confirms - they 

seem to believe - what has been accepted already, viz. that 

the play is inauthentic and of late origin. After all - they 

say - the play is an imitation from beginning to end, and a 

dull and uninspiring one too. C/. P. Maas (1932, p. 396) 

in V.454-460 <ist> die im Triodion erhaltene 

erste Strophe eines Charfreitagsliedes von Romanos 

schlecht nachgebildet (454 w~ anwAo~~v nichtiges 

Fullwerk, 458 8o~, 8o~ AOYOV ~OL, ~ou 8eou n~~po~ 

Aoye ganz flau neben Romanos 8o~ ~OL AOYOV, Aoye). 

With the introduction of the kanon into Orthodox liturgy, the 

konta~ion was reduced to prooimion and first strophe. These 

circumstances could imply that the first strophe of the 

~onta~ion in question may have been known to an author who 

did not have access to the ~ontakaria. Consequently, the fact 

that the parallels between the play and the konta~ion are 

limited to the first strophe of the latter, is regarded by 

J. 	Grosdidier de Matons (1967, p. 161 n. 4) as proving the 

inauthenticity of the Christus patiens. 

Furthermore, the fact that the material occurring in Romanos 

presents itself in amplified form in the play, is regarded by 

A. Momigliano (1932) as a definite indication that Romanos is 

the source, and the author of Christus patiens the imitator. 

Exponents of the opposite point of view, uiz. that the play 

is anterior to Romanos, cite the following evidence: the 

dramatic character of this ~onta~ion, quite probably derived 

from a dramatic source; the habit of the first melodists to 

draw inspiration from the Fathers of the Church, especially 

from Gregory of Nazianzus and from St. John Chrysostom; and 

the expressions belonging to dramatic language, specifically 

to the style of Euripides. 

A. Tuilier (1969, pp. 42-4) discusses four instances of 

expressions occurring within these parallel passages, which 

reflect the language of the classical theatre. These are: 
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1 ) TI-i) TI1) TIOP€U1). T€1CVOV; (454) 

2 ) "81CI)'TL 'TLVOe;; 'TOV 'Taxuv 'T8A.8Le;; opo~ov; (455 ) 

3 ) the adverb oLya (460) 

4 ) the exclamation 
, 
we;; aTIwA.o~l)v ( 454) 

It must be admitted, though, that quite reasonable arguments 

have been proposed in support of both the opposing opinions 

mentioned abo v e. Accordingly, if these parallels between the 

Christl1s patiens and the the k.ontak.i.on "On Mary at the Cross" 

are v iewed 1n isolation, the onl y safe conclusion seems to be 

that one of the authors inv olved has copied the other. It 

would be hazardous trying to indicate who imitated whom. 

There is, however, another k.ontak.ion of Romanos which is also 

relev ant to this discussion, viz. the first h y mn " On the 

Resurrection " ( Ox ford 29 / SC 40). This poem contains the 

phrase we;; A.8Y€L 0 880A.OyOC;; (strophe 3) - and the reference of 

this phrase has caused much scholarl y dispute. Cottas (1931) 

asserted that 0 88oAoyo e;; here refers to Gregory of Nazianzus, 

also known as " the Theologian". To this A. Momigl iano ( 1932) 

and Grosdidier de Matons (1967, p. 385 n. 5) replied that the 

reference can onl y be to St. John the Ev angelist. A. Tuilier 

( 1969, p. 44 ) in his turn, defended the conclusion of Cottas, 

while criticizing her insufficient discussion of the matter. 

Howe v er, Tuilier himself limits his discussion to the passage 

in which the phrase we;; AiY€L 0 8soXoyoe;; occurs, while noting 

onl y that its content does not reflect the Paschal events as 

narrated in the Fourth Gospel, and that Romanos would not 

have emplo y ed the restrictive expression we;; oL~aL, if he had 

intended to e v oke the canonical text. 

In order to be of value, a comparison between the k.ontak.ion 

" On the Resurrection" and the play Christl1s pati..ens must be 

conducted on a somewhat larger scale, paying attention also 

to the less explicit references and to the subtle parallels 

which occur in these two works. 

The text of the relev ant extracts from the k.ontak.ion - the 

first TIp OO C~LOV and the third strophe - 1S gi v en here: 
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, ,. . 
K'CH ave::O'LT)e; we; VlK'T)'LT)e;. XPlO'L8 0 8e::0e; • 

rUVal~L ~UpO~OpOle; 

. ,•o 'LOle; 1!e::OOUOl 1!ape::oxwv aVaO'LaOlV_ 

Even thou~h you descended into the ~rave. ImmortaL One. 

you have sti~L destroyed the power of Hades 

and you have arisen as victor. God Christ. 

who extended joyous ~reetin~s to the ).1}omen bearin~ perf1.J.1Tl.es 

and ~ave peace to your apostLes. 

who pro"uides resurrec t ion to those who have /aL Len_ 

'LOV }-u5rav :\.LSOV 	 5 

a1!o 'Lne; 8upac; 'LT)e; 'La~T)e; 
~ ,. 

K'al e::l1!8V U1!OO'Lp8¥aOa

Ma 8 n'LaL. 	 'LOU'LO 0 8LOOV 

, , 
OUK'8'Ll 	 10 

ot. 	 ~p01,)pOL rap ou ~a{vOV'Tal. 
e '"_ ."",
o 'LOle; 1!800UOl 1!ape::xwv aVaO'LaOlV; 

A~reed on this point. the wise women 

sent forth - I thinJ« - Hary Ha~daLene 

to 	 the tomb. as the TheoLo~ian says_ 

It 	lL'as dark. but fer--uour iLL'Ulhinated her; 

and therefore she observed that the ~ar~e stone 5 

had been roLLed aside from.. the entrance of the tomb. 

and havin~ returned. she said: 

DiscipLes. discern this which I have seen 

and do not hide it from.. me if you understand: 

No more does the stone cover the torr-.b; 10 

have they perhaps removed m..y Lord? 

For no ~uards are to be seen; they ha'ue fLed: has He risen 

who provides resurrection to those who have fa~~en? 
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The main theme of both the kontakion and the third part of 

the play is the victory of Christ over the power of death. 

Of course, this theme is explicitly formulated in the first 

rrpoolMLOV of the kontakion. It is repeated in the second 

rrpooLMLOV, in the climactic formula 'AAT)8w<; 

In the play, this theme is expressed in various ways. It 

occurs during the course of the deliberation of the 

(1920~9), as part of the expression of her hope and longing 

to see her Son resurrected (2025-30), and in her reaction to 

the announcement by the first angel (2070-8). The text of 

these three passages is given here, for convenient reference: 

y&p 1920 

hayo'Ll. 

o .,
8K't0V 

, 
yap 

v 

v, 

rraMcpayo<; . 

OcpkllM' 8XWV • 

lva K'a1:'€LPx9fS K'a1:" OCP€LAT,V 8l<;, t;:acpov. 

acp9 acp9l1:'OV 1925 

2025 

0' 

CJ l. 2030 

2070 

cppoupO L 1:' 

OK' 

2075 

8EOTOKOL 

Tn KaAAlcp8YY8<; -nAlO'Ll 08A.a<; 

V. LO 1:'0 • 
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The imagery pervading these passages involves the association 

- the equation, almost - of the tomb (0 ~&~os) with the abode 

of Hades. This is plainly evident in lines 1920-2, line 1926, 

lines 1927-9, and lines 2026-7. (C/. the text given above). 

However, in line 2072 this imagery is given particular impact 

by the announcement that "the guards have deserted the gates 

of Hades". This statement seems to be an allusion to the 

report in Mt 28.4, that "the guards were shaken with fear 

of him, and became like dead men" ana OE: ~ou ~6i3ou en'nou 

Th is is 

supported by the fact that the statement is contrasted with 

lines 2073b-4a (V8KpOL OE: npa~ ~&ou~ x86va OKLp~WOL), also an 

allusion to ['·latthew's Gospel (27.52 Kat ~a pVnpsla ave::0x8noav 

Kat nOAAa or~!-la~a ~0)V K8KOLpnp€v r..s)V aYlWV TJy€p8noav). 

Apart from its Scriptural references, though, the passage is 

based upon the Bacchae of Euripides (lines 445-8) 

~pouoal 1" €KSlVaL ASAUp€VaL npa~ opy&oa~ 

OKLP~(00L BPOPLOV a-",aKaAO'::'!-l8VaL 8sov

a1~n6pa~a o· a{nals osopa OLSAU8n TIOOWV 

KA~O€~ ~. aV~Kav 8ups~p' &ve::u 8VnT~~ xspo~-

When the passage in the Christus patiens is compared to these 

lines from the Bacchae, the following changes may be noted: 

1) The meaning of A8AUP€VO~ is different in the new context, 

being defined by ~6i3~ (2072) and by the antithesis implied in 

OK LP~WO L (2074) 

2) The phrase BPOPLOV avaKaAoupsvaL 8sov (Bacchae 446) IS 

replaced by OWKOV €KKaAOUpsvOL 8sov (line 2074), changing the 

meaning of the verb from "calling upon" to "proclaiming as". 

3) The most significant alteration is the replacement of the 

phrase KA~8€~~' aV~Kav 8ups~pa (Bacchae 448) by ~POUPOl 

~' &LOO~ 8ups~p' avsLoav (line 2072). Instead of bolts giving 

way and letting the doors fly open, the image becomes that of 

guards deserting their posts, overcome with terror. 

This last change, especially, seems to reveal a conscious and 

deliberate effort to continue the ~&~o~-~on~ imagery, as is 

suggested by the explicit definition ~pOUPOL ~. &lOO~, and by 

the antithesis between ~pOUpOl (2072) and VSKPOl (2073). Thus 
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the guards at the tomb are symbolically identified with the 

gate-keepers of the nether world. They are scared to death, 

while their prisoners, the dead, leap up into freedom. 

Note: The choice of the term ~poup6~ instead of an equivalent 
like ~u~a~ or Koua~woLa may be due to an attempt at achieving 
a better sound effect: ~pOUPOL ~. ~~OO~ (2072) sounds closest 
to ~pouoo~ ~on~ two lines earlier. 

Does the kontakion contain any parallel to this element in 

the Christu.s pat iens? If it does~ what can we learn from it? 

According to Romanos (strophe 3 line 12) Mary Magdalene found 

that the guards had fled from the tomb. This is significantly 

different from the Gospel narrative. Among the Evangelists, 

only Matthew mentions the effect which the events associated 

with the resurrection had upon the guards: 

(Mt 

28.4). The other three do not even mention the guards in this 

context. Note that Matthew does not imply that the guards 

fled, but rather that they were unable to do so. Nor does he 

mention that the women who had arrived there (and whom he 

identifies as Mary Magdalene and the other Mary) took notice 

of the absence of the guards. Thus it appears as if Romanos 

is at variance with his main literary source, the canonical 

Gospels, when he makes Mary Magdalene say: Ot. ~POUPOl rap 

However, when one compares this statement in Romanos with the 

presentation of the paschal events 1n the C~~istus patiens, 

the agreement is at once apparent. In the play Mary Magdalene 

is sent to the tomb in advance (1930-5 and 1941-2; confirmed 

by the e€0~6KO~ in 2421, and by Magdalene in 2438). Although 

she is accompanied by the e€0~6KO~ (1989), she takes the lead 

as they approach the tomb (2004-6). Both women are constantly 

aware of the guards (1907-20 and 1980-1), and Mary Magdalene 

immediately notices their absence at the tomb (2032). Having 

noticed also that the stone has been removed, and the tomb 1S 

empty, she reports this to the disciples even before she sees 

the angel (2045-8). Note the expression ~l~Ol~ ~ua~al~ epw 
apalV V€KUO~. This recalls her words, which according to 
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Jn 20.2 were addressed to Peter and John only. The synoptic 

Gospels have no record of such a report, but mention only the 

report commissioned by the angel. . Mt 28.7 and Mk 16.7.) 

Thus it appears that the Christus patiens aims at harmonizing 

the different Gospel narratives, by mentioning that Magdalene 

Jn 20.1-2) upon noticing that the guards have deserted their 

posts (Mt 28.4) and that the stone has been removed (Lk 24.2) 

reports that someone has taken the body of Jesus (In 20.2). 

Exactly these same elements occur in the third strophe of the 

kontakion. This is evidence of the interdependence existing 

between the Christus patiens and this kontakton of Romanos. 

Note: For the discussion of a different opinion, the reader 
is referred to Appendix 1 (pp. 154-156), 

An examination of the vocabulary oc urring in the kontakion 

especially the terms €KK8KUAlO 

confirm this conclusion: 

1 ) Romanos says that dalene saw the stone 

The terms occurring in the Gospels, 

are arrOKEKUAlO 

(Lk 24.2), and /-lVl1/-l E (In 20.1). 

The Christus patiens has KUAl08€lS (2045). Accordingly, the 

term used by Romanos - SKKUA finds a closer p allel in 

the Christus patiens than in any of the Gospels. 

Note: The question arises whether this correspondence could 
be attributed to derivation from a common source other than 
the Gospels, or perhaps to the general usage of the time. The 
following facts seem to contradict both these possibilities: 
Forms of the verb SKKUA or KUA occur 16 times in John 
Chrysostom - though never in the context of the resurrection; 
once only in Basil of Caesarea - also in a different context; 
never in Gregory of l\lazianzu , except in the Christus patiens 
(at 2045 and 2253); 4 times in Sozomenus of which only one 
occurrence, 8KKUA ~8 ~ A ,nearly 
matches the context in question. On the other hand, forms of 
the verb a1!O!cUA.lVOtll (or arrOKUA.lw) occur mostly in the context 
of the resurrection (either of Lazarus or of Jesus) - e.e. in 
John Chrysostom (12 times), in Eusebius of Caesarea (14), in 

hilochius of Iconium (9), and in Gregory of ssa (7). 

It may be noted, also, that UA is never used in Attic 
tragedy; but KUA occurs in Aeschylus (Prometheus 87), 
and in hocles (Oedipus 812} . 
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2) In the k.ontaki..on "On the Resurrection", the term 'Ta<.po<; is 

used most frequently when referring to the tomb of Christ. It 

occurs 18 times, and 'Ta<.pn 3 times, whereas the terms ~Vn~8l0V 

and ~vn~a occur only 4 and 11 times, respectively. Compare to 

these statistics the situation in the Gospels, where ~Vn~8l0V 

is used most frequently (e.~. Mt 27.52, 53, 60 (twice), 28.8, 

Mk 15.46 (twice), 16.2, 3, 5, 8, Lk 23.55, 24.2, 9, 12, 22, 

24, ln 19.41, 42, and several times in chapter 20), while the 

term 'Ta<.po<; occurs only in Matthew (27.61, 64, 66, 28.1). This 

reveals that the term which Romanos prefers, differs from the 

one usually occurring in the Gospels, while agreeing with the 

general usage in the Chri..stus pati..ens. (In the third part of 

the play, commencing at line 1906, 'Ta<.po<; occurs 42 times, but 

~Vn~8l0V twice only.) 

3) When Magdalene reports the absence of the guards from the 

tomb, according to Romanos (3.12), she uses the term <.pPOUpOl. 

Later - in 19.11 - it is said of the guards 

that they kept watch over the Lord, but had no power over Him 

These terms do not reflect 

the language of the Gospels, for guards are mentioned only by 

Matthew, who uses either the term KOUO'TWOla (Mt 27.65, 66) or 

a participle of 'Tnpe(0 (Mt 28.4). In the Chri..stus patiens, the 

term <.ppoupo{ (2072) is used to signify the guards - notably, 

in a context parallel to that of strophe 19 of the k.ontaki..on, 

and which is also a literary innovation based upon Mt 28.2-7. 

In terminology - as in other respects - significant parallels 

thus exist between the Christus patiens and this k.ontak.ion of 

Romanos. But again, who borrowed from whom? 

Since both authors use the term <.pPOUPOl - which they have not 

taken over from the New Testament, nor, it seems, from any 

other Patristic source - in parallel contexts, it seems quite 

likely that one of them has borrowed it from the other. 

Note: The noun <.ppoupo<; does not occur In the New Testament, 
while the verb <.ppoupew is rare, occurring only three times in 
the Pauline epistles, and once in I Peter (1.5). Chrysostom 
uses the verb <.ppoupew 45 times, though only 4 of these times 
he uses it in connection with guards or the powers of Hades. 
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If we assume that the author of the Christus patiens borrowed 

the term ~POUPOL from Romanos, a further question, concerning 

the origin of this term in Romanos, still remains unanswered. 

If, however, the opposite sequence is assumed - that Romanos 

borrowed the term from the Christus patiens - then it is not 

any problem to account for the occurrence of this term in the 

play. The verb ~POUP€W - and the correlate noun ~poupos is 

quite common in Euripides; and at this stage, the Euripidean 

influence on the Christus patiens is beyond dispute. That the 

author was aware of the presence and the specific meaning of 

~poupos in Euripides, is illustrated by Christus patiens 1737 

- a line taken ?.Jerbat iffi. from the Rhesus (506). 

I n t e r m s oft h e i n t err e I a t ion s be b .. e e nth e Chr i s t ?.J.S pa tiens 

and the kontakion, these observations support the conclusion 

that Romanos is dependent upon the play, and not vice versa. 

When the phrase ~~ ~€rEL b 8EO~OrOs is regarded in the light 

of all the evidence discussed, there can hardly be any doubt 

about its reference. Romanos explicitly indicates the version 

of these events which he attributes to Gregory of Nazianzus; 

and the verdict to which diverse bits of evidence unanimously 

point, is that this version is the one found in the Christus 

pat iens. 

Is Tuilier's conclusion (viz. that the k>.ontakion confiorms the 

authenticit y of the Christus patiens) thus v erified? Only in 

part. All the evidence cited b y Tuilier (1969, pp. 39-47) is 

confirmed by the arguments expounded in this chapter; but it 


proves only the following two points: 


1) Romanos was aware of the Christus patiens. 


2) He regarded it as the work of Gregory of Nazianzus. 


The only safe conclusion which can be drawn from these facts, 


is that both the existence of the Christus patiens, and its 


attribution to Gregory of Nazianzus, antedate the early sixth 


century - the era of Rom~nn~ thp Mplodi.t. 

* * * * * 
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APPENDIX 1 

EXCURSION ON THE SOURCES OF ROMANOS 

The harmonizing of the canonical Gospels occurring in the 

First Hymn on the Resurrection by Romanos (Oxford 29/SC 40) 

is discussed also by W. L. Petersen (1985), who asserts that 

the Diatessaron of Tatian, and Ephrem Syrus, are the sources 

for many of the readings in Romanos which run parallel to the 

canonical gospel text, but do not reproduce that source ln a 

verbatim manner. Petersen identifies Ephrem's Commentary 

(XXI.22) as the source for Romanos' assertion that Mary 

Magdalene was sent ahead to the tomb by the other women. 

After quoting the relevant passages, he remarks (pp. 189-90) 

In contrast to the utterances of Ephrem and 

Romanos, the "Theologian" John (In.XX.1) says that 

l'1ary epXSTCtL to the tomb; she does not "precede" 

the rest of the women or anyone else. This same 

reading, "precede", is also found ln one 

Diatessaronic witness, Vanden Lev ene ons Heren; 

therefore, it would be attractive to view it as a 

Diatessaronic reading. Although it is found ln the 

Commentary of Ephrem, and now in Romanos, it is 

lacking from all the other Diatessaronic witnesses; 

therefore, we hesitate to call it Diatessaronic. 

What is clear, however, is that Romanos ' most 

likely source for this view of the chronology of 

the women's trip(s) to the tomb was Ephrem. 

In his concluding chapter on the parallels between Romanos 

and the Syriac works of Ephrem, Petersen (1985, p. 195) says 

that the list of twenty-one parallels which he has presented 

and discussed, "could be extended, but then one would begin 

to encounter parallels which Romanos might have acquired from 

other sources". This implies that he regards all parallels 

included in this list as decisively due to influence exerted 

on Romanos by Ephrem, while excluding the possibility of 

derivation from any other source. 
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arding the readings in the First Hymn on the Resurrection, 

however, it should be noted that the "parallel" between 

Romanos and the riac Commentary of hrem i not as close 

as the parallel between Romanos and the Christus patiens. The 

notion of dalene "preceding" the other women, does not 

necessarily imply that she has been "sent ahead", as Romanos 

and the author of the Christus patiens both explicitly state. 

The matter is complicated - though Petersen does not seem to .
realize it by Romanos' statement l 0 The 

"Theologian" is under toad by Petersen to be the evangelist, 

John, who merely says that Magdalene "goes" (e'PX8--ro:d to the 

tomb. When Romanos, however, asserts that she is "sent ahead" 

to the tomb, "as the Theologian says", the following question 

arises: Why would the Melodist include a reference to the 

author of the fourth Gospel, in the very passage where he 

abandons this source in favour of a divergent tradition? Is 

it not more reasonable to expect that the phrase 

would introduce a reference to the source with which he 

agrees 7 If this source were hrem, the reference would be 

enigmatic, since the rian was not generally known as "the 

Theologian" per se; and if Romanos intended not to provide an 

unambiguous reference to his source, what need was there then 

to include any reference at al1 7 The Melodist was simply too 

careful and sensitive a poet, to fill out the strophes of his 

kontakia vJith empty phrases. 

A second possibility seems to be that Romano is referring to 

the Diatessaron Petersen says it would be attractive to 

view "precede" as a Diatessaronic reading and identifies 

the author as John, whose Gospel provided the chronological 

framework of thi well known harmony of the four Gospels. But 

thi hypothesis must also be rejected, for two reasons: 

1) It is not likely that the Diatessaron was still in use, 

especially at Constantinople, in the 6th century. Theodoret 

of Cyrus witnesses to the ex! tence of numerous (about 200) 

copies of the Gospel harmony in his diocese circa 430, but 

these - and no doubt many more - were deliberately destroyed, 

because Tatian was in his later years considered heretic. 
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2) If Romanos did regard the Diatessaron as close enough to 

the canonical version to be an acceptable alternative source, 

he would probably feel no need to defend his use of it in 

this particular instance. The fact that he adds the reference 

Ws A8Y8l 0 980AOYOs testifies to his awareness of digressing, 

at this point, from the tradition which he normally follows. 

However, if we assume the "Theologian" on whose authority 

Romanos here deviates from the Johannine tradition, to be the 

Nazianzen, we will find the reference Ws A8y8l 0 980AOYOs 

both functional and unambiguous, and at the same time locate 

in the Christus patiens a direct parallel to the notion of 

Mary Magdalene being "sent ahead" to the tomb. 

It seems obvious that Petersen does not even consider this 

possibility, since (1) his primary concern is to illustrate 

the Syriac influence on the ~ontakia of Romanos, and (2) he 

evidentl-y follows in the footsteps of scholars who regard the 

Christus patiens as a product of the 11th or 12th century. 

* * * * * 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION 

For more than four centuries now, scholarly discussion of the 

Chrl.stus patl.ens has been dominated b y a dispute concerning 

the identit y of its author. In chapter 2, a picture has been 

sketched of the diversit y of arguments proposed, during the 

course of this dispute, by the defenders and opponents of the 

notion that the author was Gregor y of Nazianzus. No specific 

alternative suggestion has enjoyed general acceptance; yet 

the opinion seems to persist among modern scholars, that the 

play is a product of the later Byzantine era - probably the 

11th or the 12th centur y . Even after the detailed defence of 

the authenticit y of the pla y by Andre Tuilier, the opponents 

of Gregorian authorship keep reiterating the same arguments 

which have for many decades been feeding the dispute. 

Regarding an issue like this, ever y individual is of course 

entitled to his own opinion. The most alarming aspect of the 

situation, though, is the total lack of consensus concerning 

the validity and the relative importance of different types 

of argument pertaining to this question of (in)authenticity. 

In accordance wi th one of the basic suppositions of this 

study, viz. that the evidence of external criticism takes 

precedence over the arguments of internal criticism c/. 

chapter 3, p. 81 - a definite conclusion regarding the lssue 

of the play's authenticit y was reserved until after detailed 

examination of evidence relating to the date and author of 

the Chri.st 'us patl.&ns. This evidence is gained from parallels 

between the play and two different By zantine authors: George 

of Nicomedia, and Romanos the Melodist. (These authors have 

previously been connected to the Christus pati.ens and to the 

question regarding its authenticity by other scholars; but 

the examination of the evidence presented in chapters 7 and 8 

is the original contribution of the present author.) 

Due to the specific nature and intent of this examination of 

parallels, though, it does not provide an illustration of the 
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general literary features of the play, such as its dramatic 

structure, implementation of poetic and rhetorical figures, 

its characteristic phraseology, and its relation to literary 

sources (both thematic and poetic). Therefore, the chapters 

dealing with these parallels have been preceded by others, In. 

which different aspects of the literary character of the play 

are illustrated and discussed. 

Thesechap t e r s h a v erev e aled the Chl' i. 5 t US pc. t i. e ~tS to beth e 

product of an author 

- who adheres (though not slav ishly) to the basic conventions 

of the classical Attic theatre; 

- whose knowledge of Euripides goes far beyond mere copying 

of scattered phrases and lines of verse; 

- who is well versed in rhetorical technique, and exhibits a 

sensitivity to poetic balance and harmony; 

- who draws on Scripture for his subject material, while 

expressing the thoughts and events in poetic language quite 

distinct from the phraseology of his sources; 

- who is careful to adhere closely to the canonical version 

of the Passion, though allowing himself sporadic excursions 

inspired by apocr y phal sources; and 

- who uses poetry as the medium for expressing his own faith 

and theological insight. 

Quite obviously, in the light of the suppositions on which 

this study is based, these obser v ations do not constitute any 

proof of the authenticity of the play; but neither do they 

argue against the probability that Gregory of Nazianzus lS 

indeed the author of the Chri.5tus patien.s, as the manuscripts 

attest. 

To what conclusion regarding the (in)authenticity of the play 

are we led by the e x ternal evidence? 

The parallels with Romanos, and with George of Nicomedia, are 

independent ~'iitnesses to the fact that the Christus patiens 

e x isted, and was known, long before the 11th century. Thus 

the opinion which became popularized through the authority of 

Krumbacher, is revealed to be a flight of the imagination. 
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Furthermore, Romanos e xplicitl y attributes the pla y or, 

rather, the version of the events which he follows in his 

k.on tak.i.on "On the Resurrection " , and which cOIl-esponds to 

the version occurring in the play to "the Theologian". 

Note, howe v er, that this also does not irrefutabl y pro v e the 

aut hen tic i t y 0 f the Chr i.. s t us pa t i.. ens, as T u iii e r w0 u 1 dinsis t . 

It only proves that the attribution of this pla y to Gregor y 

of Nazianzus was accepted without suspicion b y Romanos. 

Acco r dingl y , the final conclusion of this stud y regarding 

the question of the play's authenticit y , is that the earlier 

(i.e. 4th centur y) dating seems certain, while the authorship 

of Gregor y of Nazianzus seems probable. 

* * * * * * * 
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